
\"Never mind, I\'ll find someone like you\". So sings Adele. …. Will he succeed?  

The finished love story, two paths are separated paths and their respective lives that return to are flowing in 

different directions now.  

But the memory of what was in the past remains alive, indelible, immobile in the soul of the singer’s soul and 

keepsing all past the emotions of the past alive. A love ended: poignant, now two divided lovers. A The Adele’s 

desperate love, therefore, the one that the expressed in her talented Adele sings in her voice sounding 

\"Someone Like You\", taken from the album \"21\".  

Adele\'s elegant voice, accompanied by the sound of the piano, expresses conveys refinement and 

sweetness, but at the same time as well as a tearing melancholy. 

The story that the English artist sings to us of the song is that of a love story that has come to an end. 

Although it\'s been a long time now, that feeling comes back in to the mind and especially into the heart. The 

good times spent together  remain etched and no one can erase them: nothing can bring them back to life, 

even more so now that the other Adele’s lover has rebuilt a has started a new life with another woman. 

Although some time has passed, the feeling of the past comes to surface once again   re-emerges forcefully, 

upsetting the mind, soul and heart. , because the The memories of the time spent together, of the moments 

of their past life lived, cannot be erased. But just as they cannot be erased, they cannot and even not be 

brought back to life. 

Passion, love, delicacy, anguish, refinement, emotion, subtraction, annulment: all of this that is evoked 

emerges from the pure voice of by Adele’s pure voice. She who finds herself is really telling a daily tale, where 

she and tries to wishing the best for the person she her previous loverd and the one she still loves. She 

pretends ing nothing has happened, pretending that as if everything is fine But in reality Unfortunately, the 

truth is the fire she carries inside has never gone out extinguished, it is still burning s alive, as it once was.used 

to. 

What\'s the moral message of it all? You/One should Take note of how gain awareness things have changed 

and there is no going back. Love is also this  two fold: realizing understanding when it is time to let the other 

go away, allowing him to realize carry out his dreams, saying goodbye to him, while being aware that another 

like this “someone like you” will be difficult to meet. 

Does it seem sound easy to you? It does not to me. Not me./To me it doesn’t. 


